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Understand the key aspects and challenges of machine learning interpretability, learn how to
overcome them with interpretation methods, and leverage them to build fairer, safer, and more
reliable modelsKey FeaturesLearn how to extract easy-to-understand insights from any machine
learning modelBecome well-versed with interpretability techniques to build fairer, safer, and
more reliable modelsMitigate risks in AI systems before they have broader implications by
learning how to debug black-box modelsBook DescriptionDo you want to understand your
models and mitigate risks associated with poor predictions using machine learning (ML)
interpretation? Interpretable Machine Learning with Python can help you work effectively with
ML models.The first section of the book is a beginner's guide to interpretability, covering its
relevance in business and exploring its key aspects and challenges. You'll focus on how white-
box models work, compare them to black-box and glass-box models, and examine their trade-
off. The second section will get you up to speed with a vast array of interpretation methods, also
known as Explainable AI (XAI) methods, and how to apply them to different use cases, be it for
classification or regression, for tabular, time-series, image or text. In addition to the step-by-step
code, the book also helps the reader to interpret model outcomes using examples. In the third
section, you’ll get hands-on with tuning models and training data for interpretability by reducing
complexity, mitigating bias, placing guardrails, and enhancing reliability. The methods you’ll
explore here range from state-of-the-art feature selection and dataset debiasing methods to
monotonic constraints and adversarial retraining.By the end of this book, you'll be able to
understand ML models better and enhance them through interpretability tuning.What you will
learnRecognize the importance of interpretability in businessStudy models that are intrinsically
interpretable such as linear models, decision trees, and Naïve BayesBecome well-versed in
interpreting models with model-agnostic methodsVisualize how an image classifier works and
what it learnsUnderstand how to mitigate the influence of bias in datasetsDiscover how to make
models more reliable with adversarial robustnessUse monotonic constraints to make fairer and
safer modelsWho this book is forThis book is for data scientists, machine learning developers,
and data stewards who have an increasingly critical responsibility to explain how the AI systems
they develop work, their impact on decision making, and how they identify and manage bias.
Working knowledge of machine learning and the Python programming language is
expected.Table of ContentsInterpretation, Interpretability and Explainability; and why does it all
matter?Key Concepts of InterpretabilityInterpretation ChallengesFundamentals of Feature
Importance and ImpactGlobal Model-Agnostic Interpretation MethodsLocal Model-Agnostic
Interpretation MethodsAnchor and Counterfactual ExplanationsVisualizing Convolutional Neural
NetworksInterpretation Methods for Multivariate Forecasting and Sensitivity AnalysisFeature
Selection and Engineering for InterpretabilityBias Mitigation and Causal Inference
MethodsMonotonic Constraints and Model Tuning for InterpretabilityAdversarial
RobustnessWhat's Next for Machine Learning Interpretability?
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M. Borel, “Keep as a permanent reference when working in interpretable machine learning.. tl;dr
This is a beast of a book. Definitely recommend to have as a permanent reference when working
in interpretable machine learning.I have found this to be insightful (although I still have halfway to
go). For beginners, this will be a great introduction and reference -- conventions, terms and code
examples are thorough and well explained (which is probably why the book is lengthy). For
intermediates and more advanced folk this is perfect, there are enough gold nuggets of
information spread throughout the book that it will become a great resource for future reference.
It feels like the book covers the majority of (if not all of the) topics needed to tackle interpretable
machine learning today. In most books I’ve read, whether coding cookbooks or theoretical ones,
the number of examples provided are few, but in this book, they are abundant. Also I would get
the ebook, unless you prefer a hardcopy.”

N. J. Cruz, “Great guide for those who look to apply Machine Learning tools, specially with
Python. I’m a computational neuroscientist in training, and in this field (and in related fields) we
always try to find biologically plausible models. While this book does not delve into what mother
nature does, it provides a beautiful catalog of methods and explanations for how to apply state
of the art machine learning techniques and what they actually might mean when used.
Importantly, it provides post-hoc methods to explain what many others have taken for granted
with today’s easy to use, out of the box machine learning techniques. I’ll be using this as a
reference for many of my future projects.”

Dave Arteaga, “Great purchase. I usually go on reddit and do heavy research before buying a
book (there are so many!!). This time I took a gamble on this book after encountering it on
linkedin. I was not disappointed!! I’ve been trying to enter the machine learning field as a novice
and wasn’t sure how to start but this book not only goes through detailed examples, it goes
through big picture ideas, ideas that we have to be mindful of as machine learning, and deep
learning for that matter, continues to encompass our every day. Definitely recommend!”

Alveiro Rosado, “Excellent book that integrates the fundamentals of ML evaluation metrics and
bias. It is an excellent book that integrates the fundamentals of ML evaluation metrics, with the
elements to interpret them. This book also exposes with examples and python code how to
evaluate and interpret these metrics. This book also makes a valuable contribution to the
understanding and taxonomy of bias in ML.”

Jaime Penser, “Excellent book for modern coders. Because this book is getting a lot of attention I
decided to buy it. Ok, full disclosure, not an expert in this field, but have been trying to keep up
with tech with leisure reading for principles and ideas I can apply in my field. The book is
technical, it’s not a walk in the park, but even with my basic statistics I was able to follow a lot of



it. Very rich with examples and would recommend it for other people like me trying to get their
feet wet.”

Tony, “Good read. Great resource for understanding interpretable ML for self-learners.”

Woody, “Great book for Python developers of all skill levels.. This book is a great tool for anyone
interested in Python development. It offers a unique approach to coding in Python that I have not
experienced from any other reading material. The "Interpretability" approach it takes lends itself
to those that have never coded in python before, but this unique take also caters to seasoned
programmers and veterans. It is easy to read with lots of pictures and real world examples. I was
particularly interested and impressed with the chapter on Visualizing Neural Networks, as that is
an area that can be very confusing and hard to picture, but this book really helped me get a
deeper understand of the content. I would say this is a must read for beginners in Machine
Learning that are hoping to get a deeper, more clear picture of how many of the most intricate
mechanisms of ML work.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A boost to my job!. I have been working in the field of machine learning
for over two years, and being able to properly and comprehensibly interpret the ML models’
predictions and their contributed features have always been a challenge to me. Hence, I started
reading this book with curiosity and high expectations. As much as I am only halfway through
this book, I’d say I don’t regret putting the time into reading it: great visualizations and their
interpretations, hands-on codes to demonstrating the concepts, and comprehensible language
that’s suitable for both beginners and advanced ML practitioners. Moreover, though the title of
the book is Interpretable Machine Learning with Python, we can always read this book to learn
about the basics of Machine learning and Deep Learning. I would recommend this book if you
either expect to gain hands-on experience in ML and DL or if you are seeking advancement in
your career by improving your communication about your ML models with your stakeholders.”

ohdaesu, “Très bonne reference pour s'immerser dans le sujet du ML et Python. Excellent point
de depart pour s'introduire dans le monde du Machine Learning et pour se familiariser avec
Python. Les examples son d'actualité et pertinents.”

The book by Therese A. Rando has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 39 people have provided feedback.
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